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WEEK 1   THINKING OF NEXT CHRISTMAS ALREADY,  FAMOUS RESIDENTS 
OF REGENCY SQUARE,  MURMURS AT RISK? 
 
Very cold and cloudy Saturday morning. Not many people about but we managed a full page of signatures                  
for the petition. Yesterday was 12th Night but Christmas trees in public places (including those at the                 
Palace Pier and the i360)  had been taken down early -  perhaps because of the windy conditions. 
 
LET'S IMPROVE FOR NEXT YEAR 
 
This year in Regency Square we had no Christmas tree          
and to lighten our spirits in the New Year perhaps we can            
start to think of an easier alternative for Christmas         
decoration which would not be so weather or vandal         
prone. 
One suggestion we have had involves using the lamppost         
at the central entrance of our top garden to support the           
kind of decoration used on the lampposts of Preston St or           
the tree alongside Waitrose (see insets in this photo of          
our lamppost ) 
Please let us have your views. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LAMPPOST DECORATION FOR NEXT YEAR ? 
 
 
Got chatting this morning with a man who once worked on the deckchairs. He told me  
“the pitch I worked on was on the the upper esplanade between the West Pier and the Peace Statue. It was                     
popular with the London Jewish community who would come down for the day park their cars, unload their                  
hampers, grab a deckchair and were set up for the rest of the day. As a result my deckchair pitch became                     
affectionately known as 'little Israel'. 



Along that same esplanade were low bushes which were largely occupied by sparrows - sadly both the                 
bushes and sparrows are long gone.”  
 
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS 

 

New Year resolutions. 1 - To extend the gardening community of Regency Square to                           

decide on the purchase of new plants, the possibility of Kitchen Gardens (tied in with                             

compost bin usage), and also the possibility of a child/family feature in the centre of                             

the top garden to replace the much disliked and disintegrating round clump of                         

bushes. With more residents’ involvement in the area we hope to reduce the                         

anti-social element.   

With this in mind we will also investigate making the top garden dog friendly and so                               

more family friendly. (many families have dogs.)  
 

                                                           EXTEND OUR GARDEN COMMUNITY 

 
 
WEEK 2, i360 EMERGENCY TESTS, WATCHING OUT FOR THE STARLINGS,          
OUR SQUARE’S CELEBRITIES. 

 
Cloudy and cold Saturday with the i360 closed for annual maintenance. The            
donut was going up and down under test and suddenly out popped an abseiler              
who descended by rope. Clearly they were testing emergency evacuations          
and quite a crowd watched the long slow descent. 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                                                                                  A FASTER WAY DOWN 
 

LET'S NOT FRIGHTEN THE STARLINGS  
 
Slight concern that the new lighting of the old West Pier carcass may affect the wonderful murmurings of                  
starlings that are one of the features of our view. 
No doubt experts are looking into this - and it may be that at certain times of the year the lights may need to                        
be dimmed if we want them to stay. 
 

FAMOUS RESIDENTS OF OUR SQUARE 
 
The RSAS are to produce a Centenary book in August which will list famous people who once lived in our                    
square. 
As you will remember the Friends are campaigning for a Blue Plaque on the old residence of world famous                   
violinist Nigel Kennedy. The official local Blue Plaque body (The B&H Heritage Commission) would love to                
arrange this but their hands are tied because Nigel is very much alive!, and that is against the rules! They                    
have to wait until he has died! 
We think this is soppy and have discovered that his former residence would love to have a plaque. We shall                    
not rest till we have one!   Our heritage includes the living as well as the dead! 
 
 



WEEK 3,  LETS LEARN FROM OTHER FRIENDS GROUPS 
 
A cold and wet Saturday morning with nobody around so we abandoned our petition activity planning to                 
return later in the week. 
This week I attended an open meeting of the Friends of Hove Lagoon where they were discussing their first                   
Festival planned for September. 

The large meeting was attended by      
local residents, small businesses,    
local councillors and many of those      
involved with the many activities     
going on at the Lagoon.  
They welcomed all to the meeting      
(including other Friends groups)    
and convinced me that the future for       
Regency Square lies in a similar      
non-exclusive group. 
 
 
 
 
 
THE HOVE LAGOONS CHILDRENS’ FEATURE 
 

The free Friends of Hove Lagoon arrange all kind of activities and have a planting project as well as a                    
wonderful wooden ship/slide for children. They are dog friendly and will have a dog show at the Festival.  
They were interested in hearing about the hopes of the Friends of Regency Square to enliven our square                  
where nothing happens from one year to another (the one and only event on the square arranged for all                   
comers - the lighting of the Christmas Tree - having now been discontinued.) 
We should never forget that these public squares belong to all of us. We can learn from others how to                    
welcome all comers and hopefully bring about change for the better.  
 
WEEK 4   A USE FOR OUR CIRCULAR MOUND OF STONES. 
 
A cold and windy Saturday morning - not a good one for collecting signatures!  
London is planning to roll out a network of water fountains to reduce the cities dependency on plastic water 
bottles.  Annual bottle usage is predicted to pass half a trillion by 2021. 

The Friends have suggested before that our circular mound of          
stones at the front of our square could easily be made into a display              
and/or a drinking fountain. 
There is - just below in the car park - a convenient water supply and               
in addition to the major environmental advantages of reducing the          
amount of plastic bottles this feature would help to improve the use            
of the front of our square which has become an illegal motorcycle            
park. 
 
  
               A FOUNTAIN FEATURE FOR OUR CIRCULAR MOUND OF STONES? 
 



 
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS  
2 Progress with with the petition 
We are getting very close to achieving the necessary number of signatures in order to present our                 
petition to full council on repairing and repainting the railings in their original iconic turquoise               
colour and other repairs to the front of the square and also to establish a pop-up concession on                  
the front of the square to give an income stream for the free Friends group. 
 
GETTING CLOSE TO OUR GOAL OF 1250 SIGNATURES 
 
We hope this year to establish a formal Constitution for the Friends and/or establish affiliations with other constituted bodies so that                     
we can claim support from the Council. For example we are looking to establish formal links with the fully constituted Brighton and                      
Hove Heritage Commision who are of course also the overall curators of our planned Heritage Tunnel exhibition.  
We will continue to work closely with the Council with regard to our plans for community gardening, lighting and security and                     
signposting for both ends of the tunnel. 
To investigate making the top garden dog friendly and family friendly which will at the same time help in controlling the anti-social                      
behaviour. 
To continue with plans to clean up the beach tunnel in preparation for the proposed Heritage Exhibition along its tiled walls. 
To arrange with the council officials the fixing our the Friends Community Notice board to the white wall outside the beach tunnel                      
and to proceed with collecting community themed posters and notices from the various groups along the seafront such as The                    
Seafront Office, The Swimming Club, the Brighton Photographic Club, the Fishing Quarter and Museum, The Sailing Club the                  
RSAS, The i360, The West Pier Trust and the Hilton and Grand Hotel. NEIL ROSBOROUGH 29th January                  
2018 
 
 
  

 


